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Approximately 240 panoramas from EN-ACE left to upload from YETS 21-22 (SPS and LHC). PS Complex is done. BE-EA still have panoramas to upload too.

Monika Stodulska is kindly helping us with EN-ACE panoramas.

Huge amount of work to associate panorama images to the relevant GIS position from the iPad application (this is a huge priority for us to solve for next YETS).
Other ‘Layout Related’ Tasks

• ACTION #2: Layout DB navigation issue – arrows linking panoramas point in the wrong direction when navigating inside the iframe embedded in Layout DB
  • I understand that Pascal and team are taking a look at solving this. It seems to be an issue with the north direction resetting.

• ACTION #3: ‘New’ views needed on Layout DB for panoramas
  • Juan Francisco has sent an email this week to Pascal with the views panoramas needs.
  • We are still aiming to migrate to our own database this month.

• SSO
  • On our side, we are very close to being able to implement the new SSO. This will give us a nicer integration inside Layout DB, which is already under the new SSO.
  • We’re discussing with the GIS team to test with them before putting everything into PROD. They are also on the old SSO for now.